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Abstract

Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) engines are used to adapt the media content to suite different environments.
The adaptation decision for content used over wireless networks is heavily dependent on the bandwidth needs
since the transmission cost over wireless networks is high. We customize lip video into lip animations and through
tests we challenge the assumption that the quality is reduced when the transmission cost is reduced. We show
that animations are comparable with video when considering human emotion understanding and comparable with
audio only when considering transmission cost. We argue that it is important to consider human cognitive and
perceptive factors in the decision stage of a UMA engine. This can both improve the user’s perceived quality and
lower the transmission cost.
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Figure 1: Block scheme over a UMA engine.

1 Introduction

Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) is defined as having the objective to make available different presentations
of the same information, more or less complex, e.g., in terms of media types, suiting different terminals, networks
and preferences [19]. To provide the users with a satisfying experience the multimedia content must be adapted
to fit the current environment [26]. In a UMA system (Fig 1), descriptions about the user environment and
multimedia content are used to make a decision of how the media should be adapted. The content is then adapted
in the best way according to the descriptions. The user environment description presented in [19] consists of
information about the technical environment (network and terminal), natural environment (location, temperature)
and the users preferences. The user preferences are information about the users interests, preferred media forma,
etc. The decision is made based on measurable parameters, e.g., bandwidth, delay, screen resolution, and the
users interests; no consideration is taken to human cognitive issues.
If we take wireless communication as an example, the transmission cost is very expensive. The key issue is to
reduce the transmission bandwidth. The decision process in a UMA engine is therefore heavily dependent on the
network information. A lot of research is currently being spent on technical solutions to reduce the transmission
cost [33]. The general assumption is that we must reduce the bandwidth to be able to transmit it over low
bandwidth networks and that the quality always is decreased when the bandwidth is reduced.
In this paper we challenge this assumption. We argue that if human cognitive and perceptive factors are considered
the perceptually most important information can be kept while the other information is reduced. The bandwidth
can be reduced without reducing the quality of the content.
We show an example of how this can be achieved by customizing lip video into lip animations. After transcoding
the content into a different form the users understanding of the content is still comparable with the original form
at the same time as the transmission cost is reduced.
Therefore we argue that it is crucial that human perceptive and cognitive factors are considered in the decision
step of a UMA engine.

2 Customized lip video

The wireless telephone communication is usually carried out in one of four different forms.

• SMS (text)

• Audio

• MMS (Multimedia)
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Table I: Mobile telephone services available today

Media Transmission cost

HQ Video + Audio 64 kbps + 9.6 kbps

LQ Video + Audio 25 kbps + 9.6 kbps

Audio 9.6 kbps

• Video telephony (Video + Audio)

Mobile video telephony is the most recently introduced application of the above mentioned. Higher bitrates
provided by new mobile techniques, e.g., GPRS, 3G, has enabled the use of this service. Typically the wireless
telephone applications make use of only one media type, but video telephony incorporates something important;
it combines information from two modalities, i.e., audio and vision. This is an important feature since speech
and emotions are multimodal; they depend on different modalities, mainly on speech and vision. McGurk and
McDonald were the first to show this for speech [21]. To understand emotions correctly only through speech is
not an easy task, especially when the audio quality is low the impact of visual input is large [2] [30]. Polzin found
that humans only understand the emotion through speech correct 70% of the time [27].
The problem with using video telephony is the cost for the service. Therefore we have a need for a UMA engine
that can produce presentations of the media content at different levels. The straightforward solution is that the
users have to choose between different services; no adaptation is performed, only a choice of service. The mobile
service providers usually offer three main services for telephone communication (Table I). The cost for using
video telephony is higher than for a regular mobile phone call but the communication quality is also higher. The
users have to consider both economical and quality aspects and often their choice is made based on economy.
When choosing between these services the users expect a decrease in quality when the the transmission cost is
reduced. We propose a new service;lip animation + audio. We will use a lip feature tracking system to conduct
two different tests. Through these tests we will show that customized lip video is comparable with real lip video
in the quality aspects but have a much lower transmission cost. The service is therefore comparable with video
telephony in quality and comparable with audio only in transmission cost.

3 Lip Localization, Representation and Animation

Many researchers have proposed the use of lip tracking, or feature extraction of the lips, to improve the perfor-
mance of speech recognition, compared to only using the acoustic input of speech. Still there is no standard
method for feature tracking to this day; only ad-hoc solutions are available, in a wide range of techniques.
Examples are optic flow fields [1] [18] [20] [24] [35], neural networks [5] [14] [12], gabor wavelets [5] [14],
active appearance model [11] [7] [17], principal deformable contours (snakes) [15] [3] [31], difference imag-
ing [1] [6] [4] [12] [14] and feature point tracking [18] [23] [28] [32] [34]. Our aim with this lip tracker is not to
find a new solution for performing feature tracking but to create an application that works in real-time (above 15
fps) that is reliable enough to use for our test purposes.

3.1 Nostril Detection

Based on the observation that the pair of nostrils are the only face feature that are not affected by facial articula-
tion, skin color, facial accessories (glasses) or facial hair, and more important the nostrils are also least affected
by lighting variations, we follow the strategy used in [16] to detect the pair of nostrils first. The detected nostrils
are used to compute relative facial scale and facial orientation. The nostrils can easily be found because they
are two dark spots, which have approximately the same size. Furthermore, there is a ´constant distance between
the two nostrils. Thus the nostrils can be found by searching for two dark regions, that satisfy certain geometric
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Figure 2: Detected nostrils marked with black crosses.

Figure 3: The search area always covers the entire mouth.

constraints. An adaptive thresholding technique followed by a ranking operation is developed [29]. The detection
results are shown in Fig 2.

Once the pair of nostrils are detected, a mouth area with orientation and position that is aligned with the
nostrils is determined. The size of the area is chosen so that the mouth always will be inside the area regardless if
the mouth is fully open or fully stretched, as shown in Fig 3. The area also follows the mouth if it is stretched in
one direction since the nostrils also will be stretched in that direction.

3.2 Outer Lip Contour Localization

Our lip contour localization algorithm consists of two steps:

Classifying pixels

The outer lip contour can be defined as the boundary between the lips and their surrounding. To locate the
contour we have to know which pixels that belong to the lip and which ones that belong to the skin. This can
be done by pattern classification. In our scheme, three pixel classes are selected:lips, mouthandeverything
else. Both skin and teeth are classified aseverything else, which is denoted asclass skinin this paper. Which
class a pixel will be sorted into is heavily depending on the illumination factor. To improve the robustness
against illuminance variations the HSV color space is used instead of the popular RGB system [29]. Furthermore
only the saturation and intensity values of the HSV are used for classification. The reason of excluding the
hue component is due to that it is very sensitive to lighting condition and the localization of the lip boundary
is poor although the hue component shows high contrast. Based on the saturation,s and intensity value,v,
classification can be made under the Bayesian framework: A color pixelx = (v,s)T is classified as belonging
to the lips if its aposteriorprobability p(lips|x) is greater than otherposteriorprobability, like p(skin|x), or
p(mouth|x). Obviously, if the class-conditional probability densityp(x|lips) are known, then Bayes rule can be
used to compute the corresponding aposteriorprobability. The result is shown in Fig 4.

Figure 4: Classification results.
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Figure 5: A trellis with 3 columns and 5 rows.

Determining lip contour

After pixel classification, candidate contour points for the upper, outer lip contour are collected and the width
of the mouth is calculated. An edge where the pixel below is a lip pixel and the pixel above is a skin pixel is
considered as a candidate point for the upper, outer lip contour. The retrieval of candidate points is done column
by column within the mouth area and the mouth corner is detected when no candidates are detected in the column.
Due to the fact that the lips are set against flesh-tones with consequently weak contrast [16], the discriminating
edges are often not present in reality. Thus, for every column a number of candidate points have to be selected.
In our algorithm, the number of points is constrained to vary from5, for the outer lips, to3, for the inner lips.

The Viterbi algorithm [22] is used todecodethe outer lip contour from the set of candidate contour points. A
trellis (Fig 5) is used to store all the information needed for the calculations. Each arrow in Fig 5 is a possible
path through the trellis. The circles are the candidate points, which are called nodes here. Each node consists of
a cost, and a reference to the previous node.

The path ensuring that the result will be the optimal considering all candidates is chosen according to the
formula below,

Scn =4(cn−cn−1)+Scn−1 (1)

wherecn is the candidate on positionn, Scn is the score for the candidate on positionn and4(cn− cn−1) is
the distance between two adjacent candidates.

The same strategy is applied for the outer, lower lip contour localization.

Refining lip contours

Quite often the resulting lip contours are not satisfying, particularly the central parts of the lower lip contours.
To obtain more satisfying lip contours, it is therefore necessary to manipulate the result contours. Carefully
examination on the result contours show that the leftmost and rightmost parts of the lip contours are easy to find
and they can almost always be considered as being accurate. Based on the reliable contour segments, cubic spline
interpolation is used to approximate the lip contours [29]. Results of approximation of the contour can be seen in
Fig 6.

3.3 Finding Inner Lip Contours

Once the outer lips are found the area between them can be searched to find the inner lip contours. Since an
inner lip isn’t as wide as a outer lip, collection of candidate points can be done in a narrower area. Different
from outer lip localization, the principal difficulty in localizing inner mouth contour is the erratic appearance and
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Figure 6: Originally found contours (above). Refined contours (below).

Figure 7: Extracted feature points. Black crosses represent the outer lip contours, white crosses the inner lip
contours.

disappearance of the teeth [16]. When the teeth are obscured by the lips, there is both an edge and an intensity
valley along the inner lip contour, but when the teeth are visible, there are numerous edges inside the mouth
which will distract the lip localization. To overcome this problem, it is important to detect if a mouth is open
or closed. A simple detector based on the average distance between the central parts of the inner lip contours is
developed [29]. If the mouth is closed, the inner lip contours now are reduced into just a thin line between the
lips.

3.4 Lip Contour Representation

To sparsely represent the extracted lip contours not all the contour points are kept. 5 anchor points have been
chosen to represent each lip contour. The total number of anchor points that are used for representing the lips is
16. These 16 points correspond to the ones defined in MPEG-4 Facial animation [25]. In this way it is possible
to render a MPEG-4 compliant animation. The extracted points are visible as crosses in Fig 7.

3.5 Lip Animation

The 16 feature points are sufficient to render a high quality lip animation. In our scheme cubic spline interpolation
is used to generate smooth lips from anchor points. It is a quite simple animation, the splines are drawn black and
the areas between the splines are drawn red. In Fig 8 some examples of the animation are shown.
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Figure 8: Animated lips drawn against real video background for better visualization of the result.

Figure 9: Example frames from the three video sequences.

4 Experiment 1: Assessment of human emotion understanding through
video and animations

4.1 The test

We constructed a test to see how transcoding of video into animations affects human emotion understanding.
With the use of our lip tracking system we created one video sequence and we recorded two other sequences to
be used int the test. The three video sequences were:

1. Video sequence showing basic visual emotions through an animation of the lips.

2. Video sequence showing basic visual emotions through an entire human face.

3. Video sequence showing basic visual emotions through the lower part of an human face.

Video sequence 3 was created because it contains approximately the same amount of visual emotion information
as the animation; the lip movements. The video clips had a framerate of 15 fps and a frame size of 320x240
pixels; this can be considered as high quality video in mobile video telephony applications. The animation also
had the same size and framerate for better comparison. Each video sequence contained 8-10 emotions expressed
by the person in the video. Examples of the video sequences are shown in Fig 9. The test subjects where asked,
while watching the three video sequences, to fill in the emotions that they could recognize in a chart. Since we
used a video sequence showing the lower part of the face and an animation of the lips the users weren’t able to
discriminate between all six basic emotions [10] [9] [8] so the emotions that they were asked to recognize where
happiness, sadness and surprise. The subjects were divided into two groups:

1. Beginners, users who never had used the system before

2. Experienced users, who hade used the system before

4.2 Test results

The results for the beginners follow the general assumption that if you reduce the bitrate through transcoding
you also reduce the quality. The recognition rates are decreasing as the video size is reduced and the video is
transcoded into animations (Fig 10). The experienced users however have a higher recognition rate for animations
than for the video showing the lower part of the face; in fact it is almost as high as for the video showing the entire
face (Fig 10). This proves that transcoding video into animations not only reduces the transmission cost but also
improves the user’s perceived quality. The difference between the beginners and the experienced users is that the
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Figure 10: (a) Recognition results for experienced users. (b) Recognition results for beginners.

experienced users have been trained to recognize emotions through animations. Just as you have to learn what
the words in a language means to understand the language you have to be trained to recognize emotions through
animations before you can do it efficiently. The training phase is however quite short, the experienced users had
used the system 2-4 times before this test was conducted.
So, it is easier for humans to understand basic emotions from an animation than from a real video showing the
same emotion. Why? The reasons lie in the psychology of human perception. To not see an entire face as we are
used to is maybe to disturbing for humans to focus on the real task. Maybe there is to much disturbing information
in the real video; information that isn’t perceptually important and that is removed in the animation. What we can
learn from these results is that by considering perceptive and cognitive human factors in the decision module in
a UMA engine a better result can be reached. A better result both considering the perceived user quality and the
transmission cost. Human cognitive and perceptive factors should therefore be included in the user environment
description.
The lip animation used in our test can be transmitted with a bitrate of only 1 kbps. Since the transmission cost for
audio is almost 10 times as high the animation can be transmitted at almost no higher cost than for audio only.

5 Experiment 2: Automatic facial expression recognition

5.1 The test

The tracking of facial features enables more and better description of the media content. A better description
of the content in turn enables more adaptation alternatives. In our implementation of lip tracking we extract
16 parameters. These parameters can in themselves provide a description but we want to extract high-level
information to maximize the compression. High-level information is also desirable since if the information should
be transmoded into other modalities than vision; all other modalities have a smaller bandwidth capacity than
vision and cannot receive low-level information. To extract high-level information about visual emotions we
designed an emotion recognition module to the system. A lot of research has been spent on automatic facial
expression analysis. Fasel and Luettin provide a good survey over the research in this area [13]. We use the
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Figure 11: Emotions recognized by the emotion recognition module.

Figure 12: The first author displaying the emotion recognition module at the Scandinavian Technical Fair 2002.

static shape of the mouth, i.e., the position of the extracted feature points. A number of criteria’s are defined for
each basic emotion. The criteria’s are based on the relative positions between the feature points and when all the
criteria’s are fulfilled, the emotion is recognized. Examples of emotions recognized by our emotion recognition
module are shown in Fig 11.

5.2 Transmoding of visual facial emotions

In our system we have transmoded the visual emotions into audio and with the use of a vibrating mouse into touch.
The audio is straightforward; a voice says which emotion that the computer has recognized. For the vibrating
mouse we have constructed different vibration patterns that represent the different emotions. After a short training
session it has been shown that it is easy to recognize basic emotions in this way. This implementation was
presented at the Scandinavian Technical Fair in Stockholm 2002 (Fig 12). Information about the visual emotion
is more important in mobile video conferencing than in regular video conferencing due to the fact that for regular
video conferencing you have good control over the background environment. In a mobile videoconference the
participants may be in very noisy environments (train stations, windy environments) that don’t provide good
audio perception for the other participant(s). With extracted high-level information about the visual emotion
this can be represented in much less bandwidth demanding forms than video, such as text, animations or audio.
In MPEG-4 facial animation there is a high-level Facial Animation Parameters (FAP) associated with the basic
emotions [mpeg-4 book]. An animation showing visual emotions can be produced with only one FAP per frame.
Furthermore, by transmoding the information into other modalities than vision, people with impaired vision is
able to perceive visual emotions; something that they cannot normally do. Due to the multimodal nature of
emotions people without impaired vision also can benefit from receiving the emotions in several modalities, to
improve the recognition robustness.
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6 Conclusions

In this article we have pointed at three large benefits that a service of facial animation + audio can provide for
mobile communication.

1. An animation of a lip requires less transmission bandwidth than a video of the same lip. Our animation
based on 16 feature points can be transmitted at only 1 kbps.

2. The quality that the user experiences actually can increase when using lip animations instead of real lip-
video.

3. Choosing animations under low bandwidth condition can increase the framerate compared to real video
and the lip synchronization, which is important for multimodal speech perception [REF], is improved.

More importantly we have showed that cognitive issues are important for the perceived user quality. These
issues should be considered in UMA decisions; the optimal form considering user perception should be chosen
instead of the optimal form considering the network.
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